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Fortune 500 SaaS Player  
Finalizes Acquisition  
with Illumio  
Top SaaS company successfully 
integrates systems under 
board-level scrutiny, without 
compromising performance  
or security
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Customer Overview 
& Challenge

A Fortune 500 SaaS player needed to finalize a high-
profile acquisition expected to be revenue accretive. 
Executive bonuses were dependent on a quick 
integration with board-level visibility. 

The company had to move acquired systems into their 
data center to lower operational costs while preventing 
downtime to current operations on either side. Yet a 
data center’s worth of applications and flows wasn’t 
well understood and had to be quarantined under 
effective policy or risked being a threat to the buyer’s 
core applications. Furthermore, the acquiring company 
did not want to completely expose their existing data 
center to the technology that they had inherited. 

At stake for the acquired teams was a sink-or-swim 
project as an entrée to navigating a much larger 
corporate entity many states away – potentially 
falling behind peers or dooming the transition with 
early failure. 

Illumio Solution

Despite resistance to “another agent,” the team 
deployed Illumio Core on the acquired company’s 
700 servers, gathering data in a few minutes without 
impacting machines. The implementation team 
visualized application dependencies and wrote new 
draft rules for all segmentation policies in a matter 
of days, defying expectations. They segmented the 
acquired data center assets with security policies that 
were easy to understand and adequately separated 
from the new infrastructure to allay any concerns 
about affecting the buyer’s existing assets. 

The team completed the migration on time and met 
project specifications with better-than-expected 
integration and automation hooks that satisfied 
DevOps teams. This outcome thrilled the parent 
company, scoring an early and sizeable win for the 
incoming team. 

Summary

Industry: Software as a Service

Environment: 700 servers worth of  
applications and data flows that need  
to integrate into the acquiring  
company’s data center 

Challenge: Integrating an acquired  
company’s assets without breaking  
them or exposing the existing data  
center to systemic risk 

Solution: Gaining visibility with  
Illumio’s real-time application  
dependency map to quickly  
segment acquired assets and  
apply consistent policy to protect  
the buyer’s environment 

Benefits: Smooth transition with no  
delays or performance hits under a  
tight timeframe – without manual  
efforts at re-architecting the network  
or enlisting costly consultants
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Customer Benefits

Just-in-time deployment 

The team deployed and implemented Illumio  
Core’s plug-and-play solution with superior ease of 
use for policy administration, preventing unauthorized 
network movement with a low administrative burden. 

Real-time visibility to design safer security 

The team used a real-time application dependency map 
to segment the environment and build effective policies, 
eliminating inflexible constructs like VLANs, zones, 
overlays, subnets, or IP addresses. 

Tackle vulnerabilities with ease

Security teams could now view highly exposed 
workloads and remediate potential lateral pathways 
leveraging the real-time application dependency  
map’s ability to display vulnerabilities between and 
within applications.
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Follow us on:

About Us

Illumio enables organizations to realize a future without high-profile breaches by preventing the lateral movement of attackers 
across any organization. Founded on the principle of least privilege in 2013, Illumio provides visibility and segmentation for 
endpoints, data centers or clouds. The world’s leading organizations, including Morgan Stanley, BNP Paribas, Salesforce, and 
Oracle NetSuite, trust Illumio to reduce cyber risk. For more information, visit www.illumio.com/what-we-do.

The GARTNER PEER INSIGHTS Logo is a trademark and service mark of Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates and is used herein with permission. All rights 
reserved. Gartner Peer Insights reviews constitute the subjective opinions of individual end users based on their own experiences and do not represent the 
views of Gartner or its affiliates. 
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See what customers have to say about Illumio.

https://www.illumio.com/what-we-do
https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/cloud-workload-protection-platforms/vendor/illumio
https://twitter.com/illumio?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.linkedin.com/company/illumio/?originalSubdomain=ca
https://www.facebook.com/illumio/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcc37xm_Ezy5TprR-N4CCJA
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